9. ULTRASOUND GUIDED RENAL BIOPSY PROTOCOL

1. Dr.’s Kumar or Kuan will schedule the patient for a renal biopsy. It will be assumed that Ultrasound guidance will be considered first, unless the kidney is not seen well enough to guide a needle to the site. Radiologist should be consulted at the time the exam is scheduled.

2. Dr.’s Kumar or Kuan must fill out the RENAL BIOPSY REQUISITION FORM and/or the TRANSPLANT BIOPSY REQUISITION FORM.

3. Ultrasound staff must fill out the PATHOLOGY SERVICE REQUEST. See highlighted boxes and example located in the plastic flip page mounted on the wall in tech area.

4. Patients must have pre-procedure lab work completed, PT, PTT INR, PLT and Bleeding Time.

5. Kidney biopsy kits are located in Room 2 wall storage. IF YOU USE A KIT AND SEE THAT THERE IS ONLY MORE KIT REMAINING….tell me so I can order additional kits! The kits contain the paperwork you will need to fill out, and three vials (green, red and blue caps); each vial must contain a core sample and must be properly labeled. You MUST include a copy of most recent H&P in the packet along with the sample vials and other forms. Once again, follow the example provided.

6. Core samples are to be obtained using the TEMNO 18 gauge Needle Set. At least 3 cores are necessary, one for each vial; the Green and Blue vials are the primary consideration.

7. Check to make certain all paperwork is completed, staple all paperwork together and insert into the plastic transport bag, include the samples and forward all to our lab personnel. Fill out our specimen tracking sheet and the specimen-tracking notebook in the lab.

Make certain the radiologist completes the post biopsy orders. Patient is transported by stretcher to SOU for approx 4hrs of observation and VSS.
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